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CHAPTER V 

CONCUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents the discussion the conclusion and suggestion a bouth 

the rresult of the study. 

5.1 Conclusion 

 Based on the result of study, the writer conclude the implementation of 

using Story Completion at the seven grade of MTs As-Syamsi Sumput Medali 

Puri Kab. Mojokerto be able to runwell. The student the students’ were very 

interested, more enjoy at learning process, easy to understand, can use 

pronounciation well and also using vocabularies in English speaking. 

 The students’ response were good and the students’ more attractive and 

active in speaking class using story completion. Also the atmosphere condition in 

the class very supporting, because between the students’ and the teacher gave feed 

back each other, and the teacher helped the student when the got the difficulties a 

bout the lesson especially at speaking English. 

 Based on the students’ speaking result after implementation of the story 

completion, the percentage of students’ KKMwa 75 % means that they have 

passed the minimum KKMthat is 75%, the implementation os Story Completion 

in teaching was success. The syudentents’ more active and interested in speaking 

activity in the class. 
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5.2. Suggestion  

 In connection with this study, the writer would like to give suggestion as 

follow : 

a. For the teacher 

 The teacher must do the teaching learning process based on the 

proscedures of the technique that used at the activity. The Story Completion 

technique that teaching and learning process be able to runwell and maximal, in 

order the the teaching and learning process be able to runwell the gave the good 

media or teaching aids which support the students the material and learning 

objectives. 

b. For the Students  

 The students’ must be more active and interested in learning English 

especially in learning speaking. It could be increased and improve their 

sepeaking ability. 

c. For the researcher 

 It was suggested to create an attractive media and interested media for 

implementation of the Sory Completion technique. 

  

 

 


